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Abstract. This article introduces TableMiner, the first semantic Table Interpretation method able to annotate Web tables using an
incremental, bootstrapping learning approach seeded by automatically selected ‘partial’ content from tables. The basic principle
is to create initial and partial annotations of a table using some as opposed to all content in the table. The partial outcome then
serves as ‘stepping stones’ to guide interpretation of remaining content in the table, followed by a process of iteratively refining
results on the entire table to create final optimal annotations. To construct feature representations, TableMiner uses various
types of contextual information both inside and outside tables, including pre-defined semantic markups (e.g., RDFa/Microdata
annotations) within some webpages that to the best of the author’s knowledge, have never been used in Natural Language
Processing tasks. Evaluated on the largest collection of datasets known to-date including four datasets with a total of more than
15,000 tables, TableMiner consistently outperforms four baselines under all experimental settings. On the two most representative
datasets covering multiple domains and various table schemata, it achieves improvement in F1 by between 1 and 42 percentage
points depending on specific tasks. Compared against state-of-the-art, it also obtains higher results on similar datasets. The
bootstrapping learning strategy seeded by partial table content also enables TableMiner to be very efficient. Empirically, it reduces
data to be processed by up to 66% or 29% savings in CPU time when compared against classic methods that ‘exhaustively’
processes the entire table content to build features for interpretation.
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1. Introduction

Recovering semantics from tables is becoming cru-
cial towards realizing the vision of Semantic Web. On
the one hand, the amount of high-quality tables con-
taining useful relational data is growing rapidly to hun-
dreds of millions [2,3]. On the other hand, search en-
gines typically ignore underlying semantics of such
structures at indexing, hence performing poorly on tab-
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ular data [19,23]. While substantial effort has focused
on converting tabular data from legacy structured data
sources such as databases and spreadsheets into linked
data [11,18,26,6], these methods fail to uncover the
richer, implicit semantics of tables [23]; also the meth-
ods are bound with specific data structures and cannot
be directly used on Web tables. More recent research
directed to this problem is semantic Table Interpre-
tation [13,14,19,24,29,22,30,31,1,23,21] that aims to
tackle three tasks in tables. Given a well-formed rela-
tional table (e.g., Figure 1) and reference sets of con-
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cepts, named entities and relations, (1) disambiguate
named entity mentions in content cells by linking them
to existing reference set of named entities (if any);
(2) label columns with semantic concepts if they con-
tain named entity mentions (NE-columns), or proper-
ties of concepts if they contain data literals (literal-
columns); and (3) identify the semantic relations be-
tween columns. The outcome of this process is seman-
tically annotated tabular data, which does not only en-
able effective indexing and search of the data, but ulti-
mately can be transformed to create new triples (e.g.,
new instances of concepts and relations) to populate
the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud.

While these closely relate to classic Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) and Information Extraction
(IE) research problems [38,9,5,25], it is known that tra-
ditional NLP methods are typically trained for well-
formed sentences in unstructured texts, therefore, are
unlikely to succeed on tabular data due to different
content representations in tables [19,23]. Instead, typ-
ical Table Interpretation methods make extensive use
of rich lexical and semantic information from knowl-
edge bases that define a set of concepts, named entities
and relations. In the generic form, these resources are
interlinked as triples and hence the knowledge bases
are essentially linked data sets. The general workflow
involves (1) retrieving candidates corresponding to ta-
ble components (e.g., candidate concepts given a col-
umn header, or candidate named entities given the text
of a content cell) from the knowledge base, (2) con-
structing features of candidates to model semantic in-
terdependence between table components and candi-
dates (e.g., the header text of a column and the name of
a candidate concept), and between various table com-
ponents (e.g., a column header is expected to describe
a concept shared by all named entities in the content
cells from the column), and (3) applying inference to
choose the best candidates.

Despite an increasing effort on this research, exist-
ing methods suffer from several limitations, which mo-
tivated this work. To illustrate, consider Figure 1 that
shows part of a webpage with a table containing over
60 rows. To interpret this table, state-of-the-art meth-
ods would make inference based on the entire table
content. However, from a human reader point of view,
this is unnecessary. For example, simply reading the
the eight rows shown in Figure 1 one can confidently
assign a concept to each column to best describe its
content and infer that the first column forms binary re-
lations with other columns in the table. Being able to
make such inference with limited data would give sub-

stantial efficiency advantage to Table Interpretation al-
gorithms since the first two steps of Table Interpreta-
tion usually take the majority of computation [19].

Further, existing methods predominantly use two
types of features: those derived from background
knowledge bases (i.e., triples from certain linked data
sets) and those derived from table components (in-
table context) such as header text, and row content.
This work notes that the context around and outside
tables can also provide useful clues to the task. For
example, the word ‘film’ is repeated 17 times on the
webpage, one of which is within the table title ‘No-
table films’. It is a strong hint of suitable concepts to
label the first column, whose header ‘Title’ is a less
indicative feature in this case. Such out-table features
can be defined in different ways to support interpreta-
tion. In particular, another source of linked data - the
pre-defined semantic markups within webpages such
as RDFa/Microdata annotations - provide high-quality,
important information about the webpages and tables
they contain. However such data have never been used
in Table Interpretation tasks, even not in any NLP tasks
in general.

Additionally, tables consist of both NE-columns
containing named entity mentions, and literal-columns
containing data values of named entities on the corre-
sponding rows (E.g., column ‘Year’). However, many
existing methods only deal with NE-columns.

To address these issues, this article introduces
TableMiner, a semantic Table Interpretation method
built on the principle of ‘start small, build complete’.
That is, (1) build initial, likely erroneous interpretation
based on partial table content and simple models as-
suming limited interdependence between table compo-
nents; (2) iteratively optimize the initial interpretation
by enforcing interdependence between table compo-
nents; and (3) tackle the three tasks incrementally, one
built on another. Concretely, TableMiner firstly inter-
prets NE-columns (to be called column interpretation),
while coupling column classification and named entity
disambiguation in a bootstrapping pattern that consists
of a LEARNING phase and an UPDATE phase. The
LEARNING phase interprets each column indepen-
dently, by firstly learning to create initial column labels
(column classification) using an automatically deter-
mined sample of the column, followed by constrained
(limiting candidate space) named entity disambigua-
tion in the column. The UPDATE phase iteratively op-
timizes the classification and disambiguation results
in each column based on a notion of ‘domain consen-
sus’ that captures inter-column dependency, creating
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Fig. 1. An example Wikipedia webpage containing a relational table (Last retrieved on 9 April 2014).

a global optimum. For relation enumeration, TableM-
iner asserts a ‘subject’ column [30,31] in a table and
infers its relations with other - both NE- and literal-
columns in the table based on column interpretation
results. In all three tasks, TableMiner defines and uses
various features from both in- and out-table context.

TableMiner is evaluated on four datasets with a total
of over 15,000 tables, the largest collection of datasets
for this task known to date. TableMiner consistently
obtains the best performance on all datasets in any sub-
task. On the two most representative datasets cover-
ing multiple domains and diverse table schemata, it ob-
tains an improvement of about 1-4 percentage points in
disambiguation, 6-42 in classification, and 4-11 in re-
lation enumeration. It also obtains higher figures than
those reported by state-of-the-art on similar datasets.
Analysis shows that it is very efficient, contributing up
to 66% reduction in terms of candidate named enti-
ties for disambiguation and up to 29% savings in CPU
time compared against exhaustive Table Interpretation
methods.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces key terms to be used in this arti-
cle. Section 3 discusses related work. Sections 4 to 10
introduce TableMiner in details. Section 11 describes
evaluation and discusses results, followed by conclu-
sion in Section 12.

2. Notions and Definitions

Semantic Table Interpretation discovers implicit se-
mantics in tabular data by addressing three tasks in
the context of relational tables with reference to cer-
tain knowledge bases: Named Entity Disambiguation,
Named Entity Classification, and Relation Enumera-
tion.

A relational table T contains regular rows and
columns resembling tables in traditional databases.
Though in practice, tables can contain complex struc-
tures such as vertical relational tables and nested struc-
tures, they constitute a small population and are not
the focus in this task. Nevertheless, work that handles
parsing complex table structures can be found in, e.g.,
Zanibbi et al. [33]

Relational tables may or may not contain a header
row, which is typically the first row in a table. They of-
ten contain a subject column that usually (but not nec-
essarily) corresponds to the ‘primary key’ columns in a
database table [30,31]. This contains the set of named
entities the table is about (subject entities, e.g., col-
umn ‘Title’ in Figure 1 contains a list of films the table
is about), while other columns contain either named
entities forming binary relationships with subject enti-
ties, or literals describing properties of subject entities.

A knowledge base O defines a set of concepts C;
their object instances or named entities E ; literals
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L representing concrete data values; and semantic re-
lations R that define possible associations between
named entities (hence also between concepts they be-
long to), or between a named entity and a literal, in
which case the relation is usually called a property
of the entity (hence a property of its concept) and the
literal as the property value. In the generic form, a
knowledge base is a liked data set containing a set of
statements, facts, or triples, in the form of <s, p, o>,
where the subject s could be a concept or named en-
tity, the object o could be a concept, named entity, or
literal, and the predicate p could be a relation or prop-
erty. A knowledge base can be a populated ontology,
such as the YAGO1 and DBpedia2 datasets, in which
case a concept hierarchy is defined based on level of
generalization. However this is not always true as some
knowledge bases do not define strict ontology but loose
concept networks, such as Freebase3.

To recapitulate, given T and O, semantic Table In-
terpretation serves three goals (in no particular order):
Named Entity Disambiguation associates content cells
in NE-columns with one canonical named entity from
E ; column classification labels each NE-column with
one concept from C, or in the case of literal-columns,
associates the column to one property of the concept
assigned to the subject column of T ; Relation Extrac-
tion (or enumeration) identifies binary relations (from
R) between NE-columns, or in the case of one NE-
column labeled by a concept c and another literal-
column, the property of c that the latter represents (if
any).

3. Related Work

A number of related fields of research are discussed
in this section, including work on converting legacy
structured data to linked data, NLP and IE in general,
and semantic Table Interpretation which this work fo-
cuses on.

3.1. Legacy structured data to linked data

Research on converting tabular data in legacy data
sources to linked data format has made solid contri-
bution towards the rapid growth of the LOD cloud in
the past decade [11,18,26,6]. Their difference from se-

1http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/yago/
2http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Ontology
3http://www.freebase.com

mantic Table Interpretation is that the focus is on data
‘generation’ rather than ‘interpretation’, since the goal
is to pragmatically convert tabular data from databases,
spreadsheets, and similar data structures into RDF.
Typical methods require manually (or partially auto-
mated) mapping the two data structures (input and
output RDF), and they do not link data to existing
concepts, named entities and relations from the LOD
cloud. As a result, the implicit semantics of the data
remain concealed.

3.2. General NLP and IE

Due to the close ties with several classic research
problems in the general NLP and IE domain, some
may argue to use the extensively developed classic
NLP/IE methods for Table Interpretation. In most
cases, this is infeasible for a number of reasons. First,
state-of-the-art methods [27,16] are typically tailored
to unstructured text content that is different from tab-
ular data. The interdependency among the table com-
ponents cannot be easily taken into account in such
methods [20]. Second and particularly for Named En-
tity Classification and Relation Extraction, each tar-
get semantic label (i.e., concept or relation) must be
pre-defined and a learning process based on training or
seed data is essential [25,34]. In Table Interpretation
however, due to the large degree of variations in table
schemata (e.g., Limaye et al. [19] use a dataset of over
6,000 randomly crawled Web tables of which no in-
formation about the table schemata is know a-priori),
defining a comprehensive set of semantic concepts and
relations and subsequently creating necessary training
or seed data are infeasible.

Another marginally related IE task tailored to struc-
tured data is Wrapper induction [17,8], which auto-
matically learns wrappers that can extract information
from regular, re-occurring structures. It builds on the
hypothesis that the same type of information are typ-
ically presented in similar structures in different doc-
uments and exploits such regularities to extract infor-
mation. For this reason, it usually focuses on mining
named entity attributes (which could be concepts or
properties) from ‘detail’ webpages each describing a
single named entity. In the context of relational ta-
bles, wrapper induction methods can be adapted to la-
bel table columns that describe named entity attributes.
However, they also build on training data and the table
schemata must be known a-priori. As discussed above,
these are infeasible in the case of semantic Table Inter-
pretation.
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3.3. Semantic Table Interpretation

Hignette et al. [13,14] and Buche et al. [1] pro-
pose methods to identify concepts represented by ta-
ble columns and detect relations present in tables in
a domain-specific context. An NE-column is labeled
based on two factors: similarity between the header
text of the column and the name of a candidate con-
cept; plus the aggregation of the similarities calculated
for each cell in the column and each term in the hi-
erarchical paths containing the candidate concept. Au-
thors also classify numeric data columns into domain-
specific data types such as pH level and temperature,
in a similar way. For relations, they only detect the
presence of semantic relations in the table rather than
specifying the columns forming binary relations. Scor-
ing candidate relations also depends on two factors:
the similarity between the name of a candidate relation
and the table caption; plus the faction of rows that have
been annotated by the two concepts connected by the
relation.

Venetis et al. [30] annotate table columns and iden-
tify relations between the subject column and other
columns using labels and relations from a database
constructed by mining the Web using lexico-syntactic
patterns such as the Hearst patterns [12]. The database
contains co-occurrence statistics about the subject and
object of triples. For example, how many times the
word ‘cat’ and ‘animal’ has been extracted by the pat-
tern <?, such as ?> representing the is-a relation be-
tween concept and instances. A maximum likelihood
inference model predicts the best label for a column
to be the one maximizing the probability of seeing all
the values in the column given that label for the col-
umn. Such probability is computed based on the co-
occurrence statistics gathered in the database. Relation
interpretation follows the same principle.

Likewise, Wang et al. [31] argue that tables describe
a single named entity type (concept) and its attributes
and therefore, consist of a named entity column (sub-
ject column) and multiple attribute columns. The goal
is to firstly identify the named entity column in the
table, then based on the cell content on each row of
the subject column and their corresponding values on
the same row from other columns, associate a concept
from the Probase knowledge base [32] that best de-
scribes the table schema. Essentially this allows label-
ing the subject NE-column and literal-columns using
properties of the concept, also identifying relations be-
tween the subject column and other columns. Probase
is a probabilistic database built in the similar way as

that in Venetis et al. [30] and contains an inverted in-
dex that supports searching and ranking candidate con-
cepts given a list of terms describing possible concept
properties, or names describing possible instances. In-
terpretation heavily depends on these features and the
probability statistics gathered in the database.

Muñoz et al. [21] extract RDF triples for relational
tables from Wikipedia articles. The content cells in
the tables are required to have internal links to other
Wikipedia articles. Such cells are firstly mapped to
DBpedia named entities based on the links, then to de-
rive relations between two named entities on the same
row and from different columns, the authors query the
DBpedia dataset for statements in the form of <s, ?,
o>, where s and o are replaced by the two mapped
named entities. Any predicates found in the query re-
sult are considered as relations between the two named
entities.

Zwicklbauer et al. [39] use a simple majority
vote model for column classification. Each candidate
named entity in the content cells of the column casts
a vote to the concept it belongs to, and the one that
receives most votes becomes the concept label for the
column. They show that for this very specific task, it
is unnecessary to exhaustively disambiguate each con-
tent cell in a column. Instead, comparable accuracy can
be obtained using a fraction of the content cells from
the column. However, the sample size is empirically
decided.

Syed et al. [29] deal with all three subtasks us-
ing DBpedia and Wikitology [28], the latter of which
contains an index of Wikipedia articles describing
named entities and a classification system that inte-
grates several vocabularies including the DBpedia on-
tology, YAGO, WordNet4 and Freebase. The method
begins by firstly labeling each NE-column based on
candidate named entities from every cell in the en-
tire column. Candidate named entities for each content
cell are retrieved by composing structured queries to
match the cell text, the row content, and the column
header against different fields defined in the Wikitol-
ogy index, such as the title and redirects, the first sen-
tence and links from candidate named entities’ orig-
inal Wikipedia articles. Candidate concept labels for
the column combines the types associated with each
candidate named entity from each cell, and the scores
are based on the number of candidate named entities
associated with that concept and the relevance score

4http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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of candidate named entities in the search results re-
turned by Wikitology. The column labels are then used
as input in named entity disambiguation, which is cast
as queries to Wikitology with new constraints using
the column label. Finally, relations between two NE-
columns are derived based on the similar method by
Muñoz et al. [21] using DBpedia. This method is later
used in Mulwad et al. [24] and Mulwad et al. [22].

Limaye et al. [19] propose to model table compo-
nents and their interdependence using a probabilis-
tic graphical model. The model consists of two com-
ponents: variables that model different table compo-
nents, and factors that are further divided into node
factors modeling the compatibility between the vari-
able and each of its candidate, and edge factors mod-
eling the compatibility between the variables believed
to be correlated. For example, given an NE-column,
the header of the column is a variable that takes val-
ues from a set of candidate concepts; and each con-
tent cell in the column is a variable that takes values
from a set of candidate named entities. The node factor
for the header could model the compatibility between
the header text and the names of each candidate con-
cept; while the edge factor could model the compat-
ibility between any candidate concept for the header
and any candidate named entity from each content cell.
The strength of ‘compatibility’ could be measured us-
ing methods such as string similarity metrics [10] and
semantic similarity measures [36]. Then the task of in-
ference amounts to searching for an assignment of val-
ues to the variables that maximizes the joint probabil-
ity. A unique feature of this method is that it solves
the three subtasks simultaneously, capturing interde-
pendence between various table components at infer-
ence, while others either tackle individual subtasks or
tackles all separately and sequentially.

Although the key motivation of using joint inference
is to boost the overall quality of the labels, later work
shows that they do not necessarily outperform models
that deal with separate tasks independently [30]. Fur-
thermore, Mulwad et al. [23] argue that computing the
joint probability distribution in the model is very ex-
pensive. Thus built on the earlier work by Syed et al.
[29] and Mulwad et al. [24,22], they propose a light-
weight semantic message passing algorithm that ap-
plies inference to the same kind of graphical model.
This is the most similar method to TableMiner, in the
way that the UPDATE phase of TableMiner can be
considered as a similar semantic message passing pro-
cess. However, TableMiner is fundamentally different
since it (1) uses bootstrapping learning designed to be

efficient while Mulwad et al. build a model that ap-
proaches the task in an exhaustive way; (2) defines and
uses context around tables as features while Mulwad et
al. has used knowledge base specific features; (3) uses
different scoring functions for candidate named enti-
ties, concepts and relations; and (4) models interdepen-
dence differently which, if transforms to an equivalent
graphical model, would result in fewer factor nodes on
the graph hence converges fast.

3.4. Remark

Existing Table Interpretation methods still suffer
from several limitations to be detailed below.

Efficiency According to Limaye et al. [19], run-
ning the actual inference algorithm only accounts 1%
of computation, while the large majority would be at-
tributed to candidate search, data retrieval from knowl-
edge bases and feature space construction. While ex-
cept Zwicklbauer et al. [39], existing methods typi-
cally adopt an exhaustive strategy that examines the
entire table content, e.g., column classification de-
pends on every content cell in the column. As dis-
cussed before this is unnecessary in terms of human
cognition as humans are able to make inference based
on partial data. TableMiner uses bootstrapping based
learning that begins by creating initial column classi-
fication using automatically determined data sample.
The result from this process then guides disambigua-
tion of the content cells by constraining candidate
named entity space using the concept label assigned to
the column. An iterative optimization process then en-
forces semantic interdependence across columns and
between column classification and named entity dis-
ambiguation. The end outcome of such a design are re-
duction in candidate space and hence potential com-
putational savings. Compared against Zwicklbauer et
al. [39], TableMiner is able to automatically determine
the sample size while Zwicklbauer et al. make arbi-
trary decisions; TableMiner tackles all three tasks of
Table Interpretation while Zwicklbauer et al. only deal
with column classification.

Features Table Interpretation methods have pre-
dominantly focused on features derived from knowl-
edge bases and in-table context such as column header
text and row content. However, as discussed before,
out-table context such as table captions, webpage titles
and paragraphs around tables offer useful clues for se-
mantic interpretation. TableMiner proposes a generic
model that is able to use any of such context as fea-
tures in Table Interpretation. In addition, a large num-
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ber of existing methods use knowledge base specific
features that are non-generalizable. For example, the
co-occurrence statistics used by Venetis et al. [30] and
Wang et al. [31] are unavailable in knowledge bases
such as YAGO, DBpedia, and Freebase. The search re-
sult relevance based features used in Syed et al. [29],
Mulwad et al. [24,22,23] and Wang et al. [31] are spe-
cific to their carefully crafted knowledge bases. Meth-
ods such as Limaye et al. [19] use the concept hier-
archy in YAGO; however Freebase does not have a
strict concept hierarchy, but rather a simple concept
network. TableMiner does not use any of such features
and is therefore, highly generic.

Completeness As seen in the previous discussion,
many Table Interpretation methods only deals with one
or two subtasks. ‘Full’ interpretation methods include
Limaye et al. [19], Syed et al. [29] and Mulwad et al.
[24,22,23], which only handles NE-columns. TableM-
iner on the other hand, deals with all three subtasks,
although relation interpretation is only limited to rela-
tions between the subject column and other columns
in the table. This is because the majority of relational
tables on the Web contains a subject column that forms
binary relations with other columns [30]. These re-
lations can be considered more important to the ta-
ble than relations between non-subject columns. More-
over, TableMiner is capable of interpreting both NE-
and literal-columns.

This work builds on our previous work [35]5 and
largely extends it by: 1) significantly refining the col-
umn classification and named entity disambiguation
methods by changing mathematical formulations and
redefining the bootstrapping approach to better model
interdependence between the two tasks; 2) adding sub-
ject column detection and relation enumeration; 3) car-
rying out substantially larger experiments to provide
further insights to the method and releasing the largest
Table Interpretation dataset.

4. Overview and Notations

Figure 2 shows the high-level view of TableMiner.
Given a relational table it firstly detects a subject col-
umn (Section 6), which will be used for column inter-
pretation and relation enumeration. Then TableMiner
interprets NE-columns, coupling column classification
with named entity disambiguation in an incremental,

5Currently under review.

mutually recursive, bootstrapping approach that con-
sists of a LEARNING phase (Section 8) and an UP-
DATE phase (Section 9). The LEARNING phase inter-
prets each column independently. It begins by learn-
ing initial column classification using partial content
from the column (sample based classification). The
results are then used to constrain named entity can-
didate space in disambiguating content cells in the
column (constrained disambiguation). The UPDATE
phase enforces interdependence between columns, and
between the classification and disambiguation results.
This is achieved by an iterative optimization process
where in each turn, column labels are revised against
a notation of ‘domain consensus’ that is derived from
disambiguated named entities from all columns; then
named entity annotations are revised due to (if any)
the change of column labels. The process repeats un-
til results are stabilized (i.e., convergence), creating a
global optimum. Finally relation enumeration (Section
10) discovers binary relations between the subject col-
umn and other NE-columns; or identifies a property
of the subject column’s concept to best describe data
in the literal-columns. In the latter case, the property
is considered both the label for the concerning literal-
column, and its relation with the subject column.

Both subject column detection and initial column
classification in the LEARNING phase are based on
automatically determined sample data from the table
(columns). This is done by using an incremental in-
ference with stopping algorithm (I-Inf ), which is dis-
cussed in Section 5.

At different steps, TableMiner uses features from
both in-table and out-table context listed in Table 1. In
particular, out-table context includes table captions,
webpage title, surrounding paragraphs, and seman-
tic markups inserted by certain websites. Table cap-
tions and the title of the webpage may mention key
terms that are likely to be the focus concept in a table.
Paragraphs surrounding tables may describe the con-
tent in the table, thus containing clue words indicat-
ing the concepts, relations, or descriptions of entities in
the table. Furthermore, an increasing amount of linked
data is becoming available in the format of within-
webpage semantic annotations using markup vocab-
ularies (e.g., schema.org) heavily promoted by major
search engines [4]. An example of this is IMDB.com,
on which webpages about movies contain Microdata
annotations such as movie titles, release year, direc-
tors and actors, which are currently used by Google
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Fig. 2. The overview of TableMiner. Arrows indicates that the output from one process is passed as input to the next.

Rich Snippet6 to improve content access. Such data
provides important clues on the ‘aboutness’ of a web-
page, and therefore tables (if any) within the webpage.
Details of how such features are used are dependent
on subtasks and will be discussed in the following sec-
tions.

Table 1
Types of context from which features are created for Table
Interpretation.

In-table context Out-table context
column header webpage title
row content table caption and/or title
column content paragraphs (unstructured text)

semantic markups

4.1. Notations

The following notations will be used in the discus-
sion. Let T denotes a relational table containing i rows
and j columns of content cells, i.e., i does not index the
header row. Ti denotes content row i, Tj denotes col-
umn j, THj denotes the header of column j, and Ti,j

denotes cell (i, j). X denotes a set of context where
features can be derived (Table 1).
CT contains elements Cj the candidate labels with

scores for column Tj in Table T . A candidate label for
an NE-column is a concept and for a literal-column a
property of the concept assigned for the subject col-
umn in the table (e.g., in Figure 1 ‘Year’ matches the
property ‘releaseDate’ of the concept ‘Film’ assigned
to the first column). ET contains elements Ei,j , which
maps to each content cell in T and contains a set of
candidate named entities (if any) for the cell Ti,j . RT

contains elements Rj,j′ , which is a set of candidate re-

6http://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/richsnippets

lations between the subject column j and column j′

(j ̸= j′). All candidate concepts, named entities, and
relations are retrieved from a knowledge base O.

Function l(o) returns the ‘name’ or ‘label’ of ob-
ject o. o can be a table component object, in which
case the string content inside the component is re-
turned (e.g., in Figure 1 l(TH1) =‘Title’). It can also
be an annotation, i.e., cnj , e

n
i,j , or rnj,j′ , in which case

the name and the id of the annotation are concate-
nated. For example, given the named entity identi-
fied by an URI id ‘http://dbpedia.org/John_
Smith_(Conservative_politician)’ with a
label ‘Smith, John’, the concatenated string is ‘Smith,
John, John Smith Conservative politician’7.

Unless otherwise defined, function bw(o) returns
a bag-of-words (multiset) of an object by tokenizing
l(o), normalizing tokens by morphological analysis
then removing stopwords and words containing a sin-
gle character. bwset(o) returns the set of unique tokens
in bw(o). |·| returns the number of elements in a collec-
tion (either containing duplicates or de-duplicated). w
denotes a single normalized token. freq(w, o) counts
the frequency of w in bw(o).

5. I-Inf

The Incremental Inference with stopping algorithm
is used by both subject column detection and column
classification. Shown in Algorithm 1, it is an iterative
process where in each turn, a single data item is pro-
cessed and updates the overall state until convergence.
The state is a map containing tuples es =<entry,
score>, where the entry set contains candidate ob-
jects we wish to evaluate by score. At each itera-
tion, the performTask function processes a data item

7URIs are trimmed by removing the domain.
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d ∈ D and generates new tuples based on d. This up-
dates state by resetting scores of existing entries or
adding new entries. The specific definitions of state,
performTask and d will be given in the following
sections.

At the end of each iteration, I-Inf compares the cur-
rent state with the previous to check for convergence.
To do so, the entropy is computed for each state as
below, and convergence happens if the difference be-
tween the current and previous states is less than a
threshold t.

Algorithm 1 I-Inf
1: Input: D, state← ∅
2: Output: the collection of es from state ranked by

score
3: for all d ∈ D do
4: prev ← state
5: {esi} ← performTask(d)
6: update(state, {esi})
7: if convergence(state, prev) then
8: break
9: end if

10: end for

entropy(state) = −
∑

esi∈state

P (esi) log2 P (esi)

(1)

P (es) =
esscore∑

es′∈state es
′
score

(2)

, where esscore returns score in the tuple <entry,
score>. The intuition is that when the entropy level
converges, we expect P (esi) for each i to also con-
verge. This could suggest that the processing of addi-
tional data items changes little the score of each esi
with respect to the sum in the state (i.e., the denomina-
tor in Equation 2). Effectively this means that although
the absolute score of each entry still changes upon ad-
ditional data items, their relative scores may not and
hence their rankings tend to stabilize.

6. Subject column detection

Venetis et al. [30] introduce a supervised subject
column classifier using several features derived from
tables. This work introduces an unsupervised subject
column detection algorithm that uses a different set of
features listed in Table 2.

6.1. Preprocessing

Subject column detection begins by classifying each
column’s content cells into one of the data types:
empty, named entity, number, date expression, long
text (e.g., sentence, or paragraph), and other. This is
done by using simple regular expressions that exam-
ine the syntactic features of cell text, such as number
of words, capitalization, mentions of months or days
in a week. The regular expressions focus on maximiz-
ing recall. A vast amount of literature can be found on
this topic. An example of recognizing cells containing
named entities can be found in Hignette et al. [13,14]
and Buche et al. [1]. Then each column is assigned a
most frequent datatype by counting the number of con-
tent cells belonging to that type. The only exception is
that a column is ‘empty’ only if all content cells are
empty.

Next, if a candidate NE-column has a column header
that is a preposition word, it is discarded. An example
like this is shown in Figure 3, where the columns ‘For’
and ‘Against’ are clearly not subject columns but rather
form relations with the subject column ‘Batsman’.

6.2. Features

Next, features listed in Table 2 are constructed for
each remaining candidate NE-column. The fraction of
empty cells (ec) of a column is simply the number of
empty content cells divided by the number of rows in
the column. Likewise, the fraction of cells with unique
content (uc) is a ratio between the non-duplicate cell
content in the column and the number of rows. The
distance from the first NE-column (df ) counts how
many columns the current column is away from the
first candidate NE-column from the left. NE-columns
are also checked by regular expressions to identify the
number of content cells likely to contain acronyms or
ids such as airline IACO codes (e.g., using features like
uppercase letters and presence of white spaces). A col-
umn that is an ‘acronym’ or ‘id’ column (ac(Tj) = 1,
or 0 otherwise) is disfavored. The intuition is that as
the subject of a table one would prefer to use full
names of entities for the sake of clarity.

Context match score (cm) for a column Tj is based
on the frequency of the column header found in the
table’s context:

cm(Tj) =
∑

xj∈Xj

∑
w∈bw(THj)

freq(w, xj)× wt(xj)

(3)
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Table 2
Features used for subject column detection. Examples are based on
the visible content in Figure 1

Feature Notation Example
Fraction of empty cells ec 0.0 for column ‘Title’
Fraction of cells with unique content uc 1.0 for column ‘Title’, 5/8 for column ‘Director’
If >50% cells contain acronym or id ac -
Distance from the first NE-column df 0 for column ‘Title’, 2 for column ‘Director’
Context matching score cm -
Web search matching score ws -

Fig. 3. An example table containing columns with preposition words as headers.

, where xj ∈ Xj are context of the column header
THj , and wt(xj) is the weight given to a specific
type of context. Intuitively, the more frequent a column
header text is repeated in the table’s context the more
likely it is the subject column of the table. The con-
text elements used for cm include webpage title, table
caption and surrounding paragraphs.

Web search score (ws) exploits information from
the Web to infer a subject column. Given each row Ti,
a query string q is firstly created by concatenating all
l(Ti,j), where j must correspond to NE-columns. For
example, q =‘Love and Larceny, Dino Risi, Vittorio
Gassman’ is created for row #4 in the table from Fig-
ure 1. Then q is queried on a search engine to retrieve
the top n8 webpages. Let PG denotes these webpages,
then each NE-cell Ti,j that composes q is scored as:

ws(Ti,j) = countp(l(Ti,j), PG)+countw(l(Ti,j), PG)

(4)

countp(l(Ti,j), PG) =∑
pg∈PG

(freq(Ti,j , pgttl)× 2 + freq(Ti,j , pgsnp))

(5)

8The default of a search engine’s API is used.

countw(l(Ti,j), PG) =∑
pg∈PG

∑
w∈bwset(Ti,j)

freq−(w, pgttl)× 2 + freq−(w, pgsnp)

|bw(Ti,j)|

(6)

countp sums up the frequency of the entire cell text
in both the titles (pgttl) and snippets (pgsnp) of re-
turned webpages. Frequency in titles are given double
weight as they are considered to be more important.
countw partitions cell text into tokens (bw(Ti,j)), then
counts frequency of each unique token. freq− ensures
those occurrences of w that are included within oc-
currences of l(Ti,j) are eliminated. For example, we
do not double-count ‘Dino’ and ‘Risi’ where the two
words occur as an entire phrase hence counting as
one occurrence of l(Ti,j). Instead only separate occur-
rences of ‘Dino’ or ‘Risi’ are counted. The frequency
is then normalized by the size of bw(Ti,j).

For each row, the cell that receives the highest score
is considered to be containing the subject named en-
tity for the row. The intuition is that the query q should
contain the name of the subject entity plus contextual
information of what the named entity is ‘about’. When
searched, it is likely to retrieve more documents re-
garding the subject named entity than its ‘aboutness’,
and the subject named entity is also expected to be re-
peated more frequently. Finally the ws score of a col-
umn ws(Tj) is simply the summation of ws(Ti,j) for
every row i in the column.

I-Inf for Web search score In principle, Web search
score should be computed for each row of a table to de-
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rive the final column scores ws(Tj). Such an exhaus-
tive strategy is practically inefficient, and in fact un-
necessary. Again using Figure 1 as an example, one
does not need to read all 60 rows to decide the column
‘Title’ as the best subject column candidate among
others. Therefore, computing Web search scores is
wrapped by the I-Inf algorithm. Specifically in Algo-
rithm 1, D is replaced by the collection of table rows
Ti, each tuple in state is defined as <Tj , ws(Tj)>,
i.e., a column and its ws score. In each iteration, one
additional row Ti is processed (performTask) and
the state is updated with corresponding results from
the row. Specifically, the ws score of a column Tj is
changed due to the summation of ws(Ti,j) for every
row that has been processed by the current iteration.
This process repeats until convergence, when the col-
umn scores are finalized.

6.3. Detection

Features (except df ) are then normalized into rela-
tive scores by the maximum score of the same feature
type.

ftnorm(Tj) =
ft(Tj)

max
∀NE-column j’

ft(Tj′)
(7)

, where ft denotes a feature (e.g., cm, ws). Next,
they are combined to compute a final subject col-
umn score subcol(Tj) and the column with the highest
score is chosen as subject column.

subcol(Tj) =

ucnorm(Tj) + 2(cmnorm(Tj) + wsnorm(Tj))− ecnorm(Tj)√
df(Tj) + 1

(8)

uc, cm and ws are all indicative features of subject
column in a table. However, uc is given half the weight
of cm and ws, because subject columns do not nec-
essarily contain unique values at every row [30], but
they are more likely than not. While cm and ws are
intuitively stronger indicators. A column that contains
empty cells is penalized, and the total score is normal-
ized by its distance from the left-most NE-column as
subject columns tend to appear on the left and before
‘attribute’ columns.

7. NE-Column interpretation - building blocks

Then given an NE-column, the interpretation con-
sists of a LEARNING phase that creates initial classi-
fication and disambiguation in each column indepen-
dently from others, and an UPDATE phase that iter-
atively optimizes the results by enforcing interdepen-
dence. Both processes require two basic operations: (1)
computing candidate named entity score and (2) com-
puting candidate concept score.

7.1. Computing candidate named entity score

Given a candidate named entity eni,j ∈ Ei,j for a cell
Ti,j , the disambiguation score disamb(eni,j) depends
on two components: context scores between eni,j and
each type of its context xi,j ∈ Xi,j , and a name match
score between l(eni,j) and l(Ti,j).

The similarity between eni,j and any xi,j ∈ Xi,j is
computed based on the overlap between the bw(eni,j)

and bw(xi,j). In this case to build bw(eni,j), the triples
{<s,p,o>}about eni,j is retrieved from the knowledge
base. bw(eni,j) is simply based on the concatenation of
the object o from all triples.
Xi,j is composed of all of the out-table and in-table

context shown in Table 1. Row content concatenates
l(Ti,j′) where j ̸= j′. These are likely to be attribute
data values of named entities. Column content concate-
nates l(Ti′,j) where i ̸= i′. These are likely to refer to
named entities that are semantically similar or related.
Column header could contain useful features as named
entities sometimes use words that indicate its semantic
type in its names (e.g., ‘River Sheaf’). Webpage title,
table captions/titles and surrounding paragraphs can
contain words that are important to named entities. Se-
mantic markups may annotate important named enti-
ties or their attributes on the webpage. They are rep-
resented as RDF triples and the objects of triples that
are literals are concatenated. The overlap between eni,j
and any type of out-table context is computed using a
frequency weighted dice function, while for in-table a
function measuring ‘coverage’ because intuitively the
presence of any in-table features in the bw representa-
tion of a candidate named entity is a stronger signal of
what the named entity is about.
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dice(eni,j , xi,j) =

2×
∑

w∈bwset(eni,j)∩bwset(xi,j)

(freq(w, eni,j) + freq(w, xi,j))

|bw(eni,j)|+ |bw(xi,j)|

(9)

coverage(eni,j , xi,j) =

∑
w∈bwset(eni,j)∩bwset(xi,j)

freq(w, xi,j)

|bw(xi,j)|
(10)

Then let sim(eni,j , x) be the generalized function
(either dice or coverage) that measures similarity
between a named entity and its context xi,j , the
weighted sum of the similarity between eni,j and each
xi,j ∈ Xi,j becomes the overall context similarity
score ectx(ei,j , Xi,j).

ectx(ei,j , Xi,j) =
∑

xi,j∈Xi,j

sim(ei,j , xi,j)× wt(xi,j)

(11)

The name match score between eni,j and Ti,j is
computed based on the standard Dice coefficient as:

nm(eni,j , Ti,j) =

√
2× |bwset(l(eni,j)) ∩ bwset(Ti,j)|
|bwset(l(eni,j))|+ |bwset(Ti,j)|

(12)

Finally, an overall disambiguation score fse(eni,j)

is computed using Equation 13 below. The factor√
|bw(Ti,j)| balances the weight between nm and

ectx by the number of tokens in bw(Ti,j). Intuitively,
a named entity mention that is a long name consisting
of multiple tokens (e.g., ‘Harry Potter and the Philoso-
pher’s Stone’) is less likely to be ambiguous than a
single-token name (‘Harry’). Therefore the nm score
in the former case should be given higher weight (or
conversely, ectx is given less weight). When the men-
tion has only a single token, both nm and ectx are
given the equal weight.

fse(eni,j) = nm(eni,j , Ti,j) +
ectx(eni,j , XTi,j )√
|bw(Ti,j)|

(13)

7.2. Computing candidate concept score

The set of candidate concepts for a column Cj is de-
rived based on the highest scoring (i.e., winning) can-
didate named entities in its containing cells:

Cj ←
∪
i∈I

cls(argmaxeni,j fse(e
n
i,j)) (14)

, where function cls(eni,j) returns the set of concepts
that the named entity belongs to, I is the set of row
indexes to be considered. In case of a sample is used,
I includes a subset of rows in T , otherwise I simply
denotes all rows in T . Then the score of each candidate
concept cnj ∈ Cj consists of two parts: (1) a base score
depending on its contributing named entities, and (2) a
context score based on its context.

To compute the base score bs, let disamb(cj) be
the sum of fse(eni,j) where eni,j is the winning named
entity from any row that selects cnj , then:

bs(cnj ) =
disamb(cnj )

|I|
(15)

For a candidate cnj , when the winning named en-
tity eni,j for every i ∈ I selects cnj and each contribut-
ing fse(eni,j) approaches to 1.0, its base score will ap-
proach to the highest of 1.0.

The concept’s context score cctx(cj) is computed
in the same principle as ectx. A similarity score be-
tween cnj and each of its context xj ∈ Xj is computed
using the weighted dice function replacing ei,j with cj

and xi,j with xj (as introduced in Section 4.1, bw(cnj )
is based on l(cnj )). The out-table context for a column
header (hence the candidate concepts) includes all out-
table context shown in Table 1. The in-table context ex-
cludes row content; and column content concatenates
all content cells Ti,j , because entity names can contain
indicative words of their semantic types.

The final score of a candidate concept fsc(cnj )

equally combines bs(cnj ) and cctx(cnj ), and the high-
est scoring candidate (i.e., winning concept) is the one
chosen to label the column.

fsc(cnj ) = bs(cnj ) + cctx(cnj ) (16)
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8. NE-Column interpretation - the LEARNING
phase

The LEARNING phase of NE-column interpretation
creates initial classification for the column and disam-
biguates named entity mentions in each content cell.

8.1. Sample-based classification with I-Inf

The process of initial classification is based on a pre-
liminary disambiguation process applied only to the
automatically selected sample from a column. The dis-
ambiguation result from this process is subject to re-
vision in the next step and the ultimate goal is creat-
ing initial labels for the column. As the principle is
to use partial content instead of the entire column for
initial classification, the choice of sample items and
the sample size may affect the learning accuracy. The
first issue is addressed with a one-sense-per-discourse
hypothesis and sample item ranking; the second issue
is addressed by wrapping classification under the I-Inf
algorithm.

8.1.1. Preliminary disambiguation
Given Ti,j , the text content l(Ti,j) is searched in a

knowledge base to retrieve candidate named entities
Ei,j . Candidates whose l(eni,j) has no overlapping to-
kens (stop words ignored) with l(Ti,j) are discarded.
Then each eni,j ∈ Ei,j is scored following the method
described in Section 7.1, and the winning named entity
is chosen for the cell Ti,j .

8.1.2. Sample item ranking and
one-sense-per-discourse

One-sense-per-discourse is a common hypothesis in
the literature of sense disambiguation. The idea is that
that a polysemous word appearing multiple times in
a well-written discourse is ‘extremely likely’ to share
the same sense [7]. Though this is widely followed in
sense disambiguation in unstructured texts, this work
notes that this is also common in relational tables:
given a non-subject column, multiple content cells
containing the same text content are extremely likely
to express the same meaning (e.g., same named entity
or concept). Although in most cases this also applies to
subject columns, it has been noted that they are more
likely to violate such a rule than non-subject columns.
As discussed before, subject columns do not always
contain unique content at each cell, in which case they
do however, express different meanings. A typical ex-
ample is the Wikipedia article ‘List of peaks named

Bear Mountain’9, which contains a disambiguation ta-
ble listing different peaks sharing the same name ‘Bear
Mountain’ (subject column).

In this work, given an NE-column Tj , the sample
item ranking method simply promotes those content
cells Ti,j whose row content is ‘rich’. This is assessed
by a ‘sample score’ (ss) that counts the number of
non-empty cells on the containing row Ti, where for
any two cells l(Ti,j) = l(Ti′,j), their row content are
merged:

ss(Ti,j) =
∑

∀Ti′,j :l(Ti,j)=l(Ti′,j)

∑
j′

{
1 if nonempty(Ti,j′)

0 otherwise

(17)

, where nonempty(Ti,j′) is true if the cell is not
empty. The intuition is that the more contextual fea-
tures we can extract for a cell, the more knowledge
we acquire about it and therefore, the more confident
we are about disambiguating candidate named entities
of the cell. Therefore sample ranking promotes con-
tent cells with high sample scores, effectively favoring
those grouped under the one-sense-per-discourse hy-
pothesis.

This sample item ranking method is rather simplis-
tic. Intuitively we would prefer to select items that best
‘represent’ the most suitable concept for the column,
in practice it can be difficult to define ‘representative-
ness’ without a-priori knowledge about the concept.
This will be further explored in future work.

8.1.3. Putting-it-together with I-Inf
In the context of I-Inf, the input D is an ordered list

L of Ti,j for a certain column Tj based on ss(Ti,j).
The state consists of candidate concepts and their fi-
nal scores as tuples < cnj , fsc(c

n
j ) >. Then in each it-

eration, the top-ranking Ti,j is drawn and processed by
performTask, which disambiguates the cell content
following the method in Section 8.1.1. Then update
operation derives candidate concepts based on the win-
ning named entity from already processed rows in the
current iteration (Equation 14, note that I changes in
each iteration, corresponding to content cells that are
already drawn from L), and updates the state.

To do so, if a derived candidate concept does not ex-
ist in the current state, it is simply added; otherwise,
the base score bs of the existing candidate concept is

9http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_peaks_named_Bear_Mountain,
last retrieved 13 April 2014.
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revised to account for the newly disambiguated con-
tent cell, and the final score fsc is updated accord-
ingly. This process repeats, incrementally processing
the column and updating column classification until
convergence (Section 5). Thus initial classification can
be created before processing the entire column (partic-
ularly true in large tables, as shown by experiments),
reducing computational overheads. The end output of
this process is Cinit

j , containing the winning candidate
concepts (multiple candidates are possible) from Cj .

8.2. Constrained named entity disambiguation

Next, Cinit
j are used as constraints to assist disam-

biguation in the column. The disambiguation of each
content cell follows the same procedure as prelim-
inary disambiguation in Section 8.1.1 with one ex-
ception: candidate retrieval. Using Cinit

j only enti-
ties that belong to at least one concept in Cinit

j are
considered as disambiguation candidates. Note that for
content cells already processed by preliminary disam-
biguation, there is no need for re-computation: the
best candidate named entity for the cell is simply re-
selected as the winning candidate satisfying cls(eni,j)∩
Cinit

j ̸= ∅. Compared to the typical exhaustive strategy
adopted by state-of-the-art, constrained disambigua-
tion reduces computation by cutting down the number
of named entity candidates for consideration.

Each additional (to those already processed prelimi-
nary disambiguation) disambiguated content cell gen-
erates a set of concepts, of which some can be new
while others may already exists in Cj . By the end of
the disambiguation on the entire column, Cj is up-
dated by: (1) adding newly derived concepts; (2) for
those already exist in Cj at the beginning, revising
their base scores - hence also the final score fsc - to ac-
count for new evidence. This changes Cj and in some
cases, causes the resulting winning candidate concepts
to be inconsistent from Cinit

j at the beginning of dis-
ambiguation. This is handled by the UPDATE phase to
be discussed in the following section.

9. NE-Column interpretation - the UPDATE phase

The UPDATE phase of NE-column interpretation
enforces interdependence between classification and
disambiguation within each NE-column as well as
across different columns. This is done by an iterative
optimization process shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 UPDATE
1: Input: CT , ET , prev_CT ← ∅, prev_ET ← ∅
2: while stabilized(CT , ET , prev_CT , prev_ET )=false

do
3: prev_CT ← CT , prev_ET ← ET
4: bw(domain)← domainrep(ET )
5: for all Cj ∈ CT do
6: for all cnj ∈ Cj do
7: fsc(cnj ) = bs(cnj ) + cctx(cnj ) +

dc(cnj , bw(domain))
8: end for
9: Cbest

j ← selectBest(Cj)
10: Cj , Ei,j ← disambiguate(Ti,j , C

best
j )

11: end for
12: end while

Starting with ET = {Ei,j |∀i, j} the set of disam-
biguation candidates for all NE-content cells in the ta-
ble and the set of candidate concepts CT = {Cj |∀j}
for all NE-columns, the update process computes a
domain consensus dc score for each candidate con-
cept and updates their final score fsc by adding dc. A
domain representation bw(domain) is created based
on the winning candidate named entity in every NE-
content cell:

bw(domain)←
∪
i,j

shortbw(argmaxeni,j fse(e
n
i,j))

(18)

, where shortbw takes a definitional sentence about
a named entity and converts it into bag-of-words rep-
resentation in the same way as bw(o). A definitional
sentence is commonly found in almost any knowledge
base. For example, WordNet has a one-sentence defini-
tion for every synset; the first sentence in an Wikipedia
article usually defines an entity [15]; this also applies
to the description of a Freebase topic (e.g., a concept
or named entity) or a DBpedia resource. The idea is
that the definitional sentence provides a focused de-
scription of the named entity, likely to contain informa-
tive words about the general domain it is related to. In
particular, it often contains words forming hypernymy
relation with the named entity [15,37]. For example,
the Freebase definitional sentence about the English
city ‘Sheffield’ contains words10 ‘city’, ‘metropolitan’,
‘borough’, ‘Yorkshire’, and ‘England’, which are use-
ful words defining the concept space of the named

10http://www.freebase.com/m/0m75g, last retrieved on 13 April
2014.
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entity. Then dc is computed based on the frequency
weighted dice function (Equation 9):

dc(cj , domain) =
√
dice(cj , domain) (19)

Since the sizes of bw(cj) and bw(domain) are of-
ten different orders of magnitude, square root is used
to re-balance the score. dc is computed for each can-
didate concept on each column, then added to the fi-
nal score (Line 7 in Algorithm 2). Also dc is computed
with respect to named entities from all content cells in
any columns, which serves as a way of ensuring inter-
column dependence.

After revising the final scores of candidate concepts,
the set of winning candidates for each column are re-
selected (Line 9). If for any column, this is differ-
ent from the that generated in the previous iteration,
the disambiguation result on that column is revised
(Line 10). This follows the procedure of constrained
named entity disambiguation (Section 8.2) using Cbest

j

as constraints.
These updating processes could change CT and ET .

Function stabilized then derives the winning candi-
date concepts for every NE-column from prev_CT and
compare them against those derived from CT ; further,
it also derives the winning candidate named entity at
each content cell from prev_ET and compares them
against those derived from ET . The update process is
called to be ‘stabilized’ if both comparisons detect no
difference. Otherwise, a new iteration repeats until sta-
bilization.

Note that re-computing disambiguation and classi-
fication may require retrieving data of new named en-
tity candidates from the knowledge base and subse-
quently constructing their feature representation for
disambiguation due to the change of Cbest

j at each it-
eration. However, this design still largely improves the
exhaustive strategy because (1) empirically the UP-
DATE phase converges fast and in most cases involves
merely re-selecting those ‘losing’ candidate named en-
tities that were already seen in the LEARNING phase;
(2) when new candidates are indeed added it only hap-
pens in significantly fewer content cells than the en-
tire column that an exhaustive strategy would other-
wise have to deal with.

10. Relation enumeration and labeling
literal-columns

10.1. Relation enumeration

Relation enumeration firstly begins by interpreting
relations between the subject column (Tj) and any
other columns (T ′

j , either NE- or literal-columns) on
each row independently.

Let ebesti,j be the winning subject named entity for
Ti,j from disambiguation, and Ti,j′(j ̸= j′) is an-
other content cell on the same row. The candidate set
of relations between Ti,j and Ti,j′ , denoted by Ri

j,j′ ,
is derived from the triples containing ebesti,j as sub-
ject, denoted by TPi,j = {< ebesti,j , p, o >}. Then
let tpi,j ∈ TPi,j be an instance of the triples, and
functions s(tpi,j), p(tpi,j), o(tpi,j) return the subject,
predicate and object from the triple respectively, the
candidate relations Ri

j,j′ is the set of unique predicates
in TPi,j , i.e., {p(tpi,j)|∀tpi,j ∈ TPi,j}.

Then a confidence score rs is computed for each
candidate relation rij,j′ ∈ Ri

j,j′ and the highest scor-
ing (winning) candidate relation is chosen for the row.
To compute the confidence score, the subset of triples
from TPi,j containing rij,j′ as predicate are selected.
Then the object of each triple in the subset is matched
against the content in Ti,j′ by string similarity, and the
highest score is assigned to be rs:

rs(rij,j′) =

max
tpi,j∈TPi,j ,p(tpi,j)=ri

j,j′

simlex(Ti,j′ , o(tpi,j))
(20)

, where function simlex(Ti,j′ , o(tpi,j)) computes a
string similarity score between the bag-of-words repre-
sentations (i.e., using function bw) of Ti,j′ and o(tpi,j)
using the standard Dice coefficient function. The win-
ning candidate relation for the row is denoted by wrij,j′

and is argmaxri
j,j′

rs(rij,j′)∀rij,j′ ∈ Ri
j,j′ .

After the winning candidate relation is computed for
each row between Tj and T ′

j , the candidate set of re-
lations for the two columns R(j, j′) is derived by con-
catenating the winning candidates on all rows:

R(j, j′)←
∪
i

wrii,j′ (21)

Then a confidence score is computed for each in-
stance rnj,j′ ∈ R(j, j′), and it consists of two parts:
a base score rbs and a context score rctx, each
computed in the similar way as for concepts. Let
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disamb(rnj,j′) be the sum of rs(wrij,j′)∀i such that the
winning relation between columns j and j′ on row i is
rnj,j′ , and rows(T ) returns the number of rows in the
table. The base score is computed as:

rbs(rnj,j′) =
disamb(rnj,j′)

rows(T )
(22)

The context score rctx(ri,j) is computed in the
same way as the context score for candidate concepts
cctx(cnj ). bw(r

n
j,j′) is based on l(rnj,j′). The context

of candidate relations includes column header (which
sometimes indicate the relation with the subject col-
umn), surrounding paragraphs and semantic markups.
Other types of context are less likely to contain men-
tions of relations.

The final score of a candidate relation fsr(rnj,j′)
adds up its base score and context score with equal
weights, and the final binary relation that associates
subject column Tj with column T ′

j is the candidate
with the highest fsr score.

10.2. Labeling literal-columns

Literal-columns are expected to contain attribute
data of named entities in the subject column. They do
not denote named entities and therefore, cannot be in-
terpreted using the column interpretation method de-
scribed above. In previous work [19,29,24,22,23] they
are simply ignored. This work also assigns a column
label that best describes the attribute data in literal-
columns.

Given a literal-column T ′
j that forms a binary rela-

tion rnj,j′ with the subject column Tj , the column label
for this column is simply l(rnj,j′), since rnj,j′ typically
describes a property of the subject column concept in
such cases.

11. Evaluation

This section introduces the datasets and methods for
evaluating TableMiner, followed by results and discus-
sions. Methods of Table Interpretation have been eval-
uated by both in-vitro (assessing the annotations di-
rectly) and in-vivo (assessing the accuracy of applica-
tions built on top of the annotations) experiments. This
work evaluates TableMiner using in-vitro experiments
because (1) they are the most commonly used evalua-
tion approach and (2) standard datasets are available.

11.1. Knowledge base and datasets

In this work, Freebase is used as the knowledge
base for Table Interpretation. Freebase is currently the
largest well-maintained knowledge base and linked
data set in the world, containing over 2.4 billion facts
about over 43 million topics (e.g., entities, concepts),
largely exceeding other popular knowledge bases such
as DBpedia and YAGO.

Four datasets11 have been created to evaluate TableM-
iner: Limaye200, LimayeAll, IMDB and MusicBrainz.

11.1.1. LimayeAll and Limaye200
These datasets are the rebuilt versions of the origi-

nal four datasets used by Limaye et al. [19]. The origi-
nal datasets consist of over 6,000 tables, 94% collected
from Wikipedia and the rest from the general Web.
Named entities in the tables were annotated with links
to Wikipedia articles; columns and binary relations be-
tween columns were annotated by concepts and rela-
tions in the YAGO knowledge base (2008 version).

These datasets are re-created for a number of
reasons. First, Wikipedia has undergone significant
changes since the publication of the datasets such that
a large proportion of the source webpages - as well as
their contained tables - have been changed. Second, it
has been noted in this work the original ground truth
for named entity disambiguation were very sparse and
possibly biased. As shown in Appendix A, it is less
well-balanced than the re-created dataset and a simple
exact name match baseline has achieved significantly
higher accuracy than the original reported results in
Limaye et al. [19]. Third, this work uses a different
knowledge base from YAGO, such that the original
ground truths cannot be directly used.

Re-generating named entity ground truth - Li-
mayeAll The original datasets are firstly divided into
tables extracted from Wikipedia (wiki-table) and those
from the general Web (Web-table). Each wiki-table is
re-created based on the current version Wikipedia. To
do so, the corresponding Wikipedia article is down-
loaded, and tables containing links to other Wikipedia
articles (internal links) are extracted. Each newly ex-
tracted table is then submitted to a content checking
process against the original table. Let Tn denote one
such table from the new Wikipedia article and To de-
note the original table. bw(Tn) and bw(To) creates a
bag-of-words representation of Tn and To respectively

11Download from: http://staffwww.dcs.shef.ac.uk/people/
Z.Zhang/resources/tableminer/data.tar.gz
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by concatenating all content cells and headers in each
table then removing stop words. The similarity be-
tween the two tables is computed using the frequency
weighted dice function in Equation 9 to obtain a score
between 0 and 2. Then if the one Tn that has the high-
est similarity score satisfies the following conditions it
is selected: (1) has a similarity score of greater than
1.0; (2) contains at least an equal number of rows as To

and at least two columns; (3) has less than 200 rows12.
If no tables are extracted from the new source ar-

ticle or pass the content check, the original table To

is re-annotated by a ‘fuzzy’ matching process. First,
the internal links are extracted from the new Wikipedia
article and a map between the links and their anchor
texts is created. Multiple links that share the same an-
chor texts are discarded. Then, each content cell in To

is looked up in the map. If a content cell text matches
any anchor text, the link is selected for that cell.

In some cases, no Wikipedia articles can be found to
contain the original table, usually because the article
has been deleted. In this case, the original table is kept
as-is. Original Web-tables are also kept as-is, since no
provenance has been recorded for them.

Thus after re-creating all tables in these datasets,
they are re-annotated according to Freebase to create
the named entity annotation ground truth. Each inter-
nal link in a table is firstly searched using the Medi-
aWiki API13 to find the corresponding Wikipedia page
number. The page number is then queried on Freebase
using MQL14 to find the corresponding Freebase topic
id. The end outcome of this process is a collection of
tables whose content cells are annotated by Freebase
topic ids.

Annotating columns and relations - Limaye200
To create the ground truth for evaluating column clas-
sification and relation enumeration, a random set of
200 tables are drawn from the LimayeAll dataset.
These tables are firstly examined to identify subject
columns, then manually annotated following a similar
process as Venetis et al. [30]. Specifically, TableMiner
and the baselines (Section 11.3) are ran on these tables
and the candidate concepts (CT ) for all table columns
and relations (RT ) between the subject column and
other columns in each table are concatenated and pre-
sented to annotators. The annotators mark each label as

12Very large tables in the original datasets are split into smaller
ones. The criteria of splitting is unknown. In this case, tables from
the original dataset are used.

13http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Main_page
14http://www.freebase.com/query

best, okay, or incorrect. The basic principle is to prefer
the most specific concept/relation among all suitable
candidates. For example, given a content cell ‘Penrith
Panthers’, the concept ‘Rugby Club’ is the best can-
didate to label its parent column while ‘Sports Team’
and ‘Organization’ are okay. The annotators may also
insert new labels if none of the candidates are suitable.

11.1.2. IMDB
The IMDB dataset contains over 7,000 tables ex-

tracted from a random set of IMDB movie webpages.
Each IMDB movie webpage15 contains a table listing a
‘cast’ column of actors/actresses and a column of cor-
responding characters played. Cells in the actor/actress
column are linked with an IMDB item id, which, when
searched in Freebase, returns a unique (if any) mapped
Freebase topic. Thus entities in these columns are an-
notated automatically in such a way. The ‘character’
column is not used since they are not mapped in Free-
base. The cast column is also manually labeled with
best and okay concepts in the same way as for Li-
maye200. No subject column or relations are annotated
because only one column is considered in this dataset.

11.1.3. MusicBrainz
The MusicBrainz dataset contains some 1,400 tables

extracted from a random set of MusicBrainz record
label webpages. Each MusicBrainz record label web-
page16 contains a table listing the music released by
a production company. Each webpage uses pagination
to separate very large tables, and only the first page
is downloaded. The table typically has 8 columns, of
which one lists music release titles (subject column)
and one lists music artists. Each release title or artist
has a MusicBrainz id, which can be mapped to a Free-
base topic id in the same way as for the IMDB dataset.
Thus entities in these two columns are annotated in
such a way. Then the table columns and binary rela-
tions between the subject column and others are also
annotated manually following the same procedure as
for IMDB and Limaye200.

11.1.4. Dataset statistics
Table 3 shows general statistics of the datasets. Fig-

ure 4 shows the distribution of rows, columns con-
taining named entity annotations in the ground truth,
and text length of content cell by number of tokens.
Tables in MusicBrainz contain no more than 50 rows

15E.g., http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0071562/
16E.g., http://musicbrainz.org/label/9e6b4d7f49584db78504-

d89e315836af
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Table 3
Statistics of the datasets for evaluation. ‘All’ under ‘Labeled columns’ shows the number of both labeled NE- and literal-columns, while ‘NE’
refers to only NE-columns. Likewise ‘All’ under ‘Labeled relations’ shows the number of labeled relations between subject columns and either
NE- or literal columns, while ‘NE’ refers to only relations with NE-columns.

Dataset Tables Subject column Entities Labeled columns Labeled relations
All NE All NE

Limaye200 200 X - 615 415 361 204
LimayeAll 6,310 227,046 - - - -
IMDB 7,416 92,321 7,416 7,416 - -
MusicBrainz 1,406 X 93,266 9,842 4,218 7,030 5,624

Fig. 4. Dataset statistics (min., max. avg. (black diamonds), kth quantile): #r - number of rows; #nec - number of columns containing annotated
named entities in ground truth; cl - content cell text length in terms of number of tokens delimited by non-alphanumeric characters.

Table 4
Comparison against datasets used by state-of-the-art. The work by Muñoz et al. (2013) only applies to Wikipedia tables and cannot be generalized;
the work by Wang et al. (2012) reported in-vivo evaluation only. ‘-’ indicates unknown or not clear.

Method Dataset Tables Columns Entities Relations

TableMiner

Limaye200 200 615 - 361
LimayeAll 6,310 - 227,046 -
IMDB 7,416 7,416 92,321 -
MusicBrainz 1,406 9,842 93,266 -

Hignette et al. [13,14] 1 dataset - 81 - -
Limaye et al. [19] 4 datasets 6,310 747 142,737 90
Syed et al. [29] 1 dataset 5 21 171 -
Venetis et al. [30] 1 dataset 168 - - -
Buche et al. [1] 1 dataset 90 81 - 316
Mulwad et al. [23] 1 dataset 203-490 - - -

because of the pagination on the webpage and only
the first page is downloaded. The IMDB named entity
ground truth has only 1 column in every table; while
for MusicBrainz, this is either 1 or 2 columns. Very
long content cell text is found to be rare in LimayeAll,
but slightly more frequent in MusicBrainz due to long
names of classic music titles. Content cells in IMDB

tables are typically person names and usually contains
1 or 2 tokens.

It is arguable that the LimayeAll and Limaye200
should be considered as the most representative datasets
among the four, since they cover a significantly larger
number of domains and more diverse table structures
and schemata, whereas IMDB and MusicBrainz each
contains only one table structure and schema. This is
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particularly true when evaluating column classification
and relation enumeration.

Table 4 compares against experimental datasets
used by other studies. Arguably, TableMiner is eval-
uated using the most comprehensive collection of
datasets known to date17.

11.2. Evaluation metrics

Effectiveness Subject column detection is evaluated
by Precision. Then the three subtasks of Table Inter-
pretation are evaluated using the standard Precision,
Recall and F1 measures. Since TableMiner ranks can-
didates by scores, only the top ranked prediction by
TableMiner is considered. Each best label is awarded
a score of 1 while each okay label is awarded 0.5. Fur-
ther, if there are multiple top-ranked candidates, each
candidate considered correct only receives a fraction
of its score as score

#top−ranked . For example, if a column
containing film titles has two top-ranked concept can-
didates with the same score: ‘Film’ (best) and ‘Book’
(incorrect), this prediction receives a score of 0.5 in-
stead of 1. This is to penalize the situation where the
Table Interpretation system fails to discriminate false
positives from true positives. From a knowledge base
population point of view, false-positives causes incor-
rect triples to be populated into knowledge bases and
the LOD cloud.

For column classification and relation enumeration,
evaluation reports results under both strict and toler-
ant mode. To evaluate column classification, the strict
mode only considered best annotations; while the tol-
erant mode considers both best and okay annotations.
Evaluating relation enumeration under the strict mode
only considers relations between subject column and
other columns in a table, and only best annotations are
included. Under the tolerant mode, in additional to also
including okay annotations, if TableMiner predicts cor-
rect relations between non-subject columns or the re-
versed relation between the subject column and other
columns, then each prediction is awarded a score of
0.5.

Moreover, since most state-of-the-art has focused
on only NE-columns, this work reports results ob-
tained on NE-columns as well as both NE- and literal-
columns for column classification and relation enu-
meration.

17The datasets more than doubled those used in the previous work
currently under review.

Efficiency of TableMiner is assessed by empirical
CPU time and savings in terms of candidate named
entities need to be considered for disambiguation. As
discussed before, retrieving candidate named entities,
their data and constructing feature space consumes the
large majority of computation. Reducing the candidate
space can effectively improve Table Interpretation ef-
ficiency.

11.3. Baseline and configuration

TableMiner is evaluated against four baseline meth-
ods. Results are also compared against figures reported
by state-of-the-art.

11.3.1. Baseline settings
Each baseline consists of the same subject column

detection component, but alters column interpretation
and relation enumeration and literal-column annota-
tion (Figure 2). Baseline name match Bnm begins by
disambiguating every content cell in an NE-column by
firstly retrieving candidate named entities from Free-
base using the text content in the cell as query, then se-
lecting a single named entity: the highest ranked can-
didate whose name matches exactly the cell text. If no
candidates are found to match, the top-ranked candi-
date is chosen. Freebase adopts a ranking algorithm
that reflects both the relevance and ‘popularity’ of a
topic in the knowledge base.

Then named entities from each content cell cast a
vote for the concepts they are associated to, and the
the one receiving the most votes is chosen as the label
for the column. Relation enumeration follows a similar
procedure. Candidate relations on each row is derived
and their scores computed in the same way as TableM-
iner (Section 10, Equation 20). Then each candidate
with a score greater than 0 is selected from the row and
considered as a candidate relation for the two columns
and casts a vote towards the candidate. The best rela-
tions for the two columns are those receiving the most
votes.

Baselines similarity-based also begin by disam-
biguating every content cell in an NE-column, then
derives column classification labels based on the dis-
ambiguated named entities from every cell. For dis-
ambiguation, candidate retrieval follows the same pro-
cedure as TableMiner. Then the score of a candidate
named entity is the sum of a simple context score and
the string similarity between the name of the candi-
date and the content cell text that the candidate repre-
sents. The context score is computed using Equation
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10, where x is the content row only. Using content row
as features for named entity cell disambiguation has
been found common in Syed et al. [29], Limaye et al.
[19] and Mulwad et al. [23]. The use of string similar-
ity metrics is also common practice.

Candidate concepts for an NE-column are gathered
based on the highest scoring candidate named entities
in its containing cells (similar to Equation 14). The fi-
nal score of a candidate concept depends on two com-
ponents: (1) the number of highest scoring candidate
named entities associated with the concept normalized
by the number of rows in the table, and (2) a string sim-
ilarity score between the concept label and the header
text. Relation interpretation uses the same procedure
from Bnm.

Three string similarity metrics are used to create
three baselines: Cosine (Bcos), Dice (Bdice) coeffi-
cient, and Levenshtein (Blev).

In all baselines, literal-columns are annotated the
same way as TableMiner (Section 10.2). The key dif-
ferences between the four baselines and TableMiner
are: (1) TableMiner uses out-table context while the
baselines do not; (2) TableMiner adopts a bootstrap-
ping, incremental learning pattern with an mutually
recursive optimization process to enforce interdepen-
dence between table components, the baselines how-
ever, uses an exhaustive learning strategy and is based
on very simple component interdependence. Note that
although the baselines do not directly replicate state-
of-the-art, they follow standard practice and are com-
posed of typical techniques, hence they are considered
to be reasonable references.

11.3.2. TableMiner configuration
The convergence threshold t in the I-Inf algorithm

is set to 0.01 in both subject column detection and
column interpretation. The Web search API used for
computing ws scores in subject column detection is
Bing Search API18 and default parameters are used.
TableMiner uses various context in subject column de-
tection and the three subtasks of interpretation. The
weights of context in different tasks are defined in Ta-
ble 5.

Context is assigned a weight of 1.0 if it is consid-
ered ‘very important’ or 0.5 otherwise (subjectively
decided). For example, in subject column detection,
if header words are found in the webpage title or ta-
ble captions, they are stronger indicators (hence ‘very
important’) of subject column than if found in para-

18http://datamarket.azure.com/dataset/bing/search

Table 6
Subject column detection results in Precision

Dataset Tables Precision
Limaye200 200 95.5
MusicBrainz 1406 92.7

graphs that are distant from tables. For classification
and relation enumeration, different types of context are
equally weighted , because the bag-of-words represen-
tations for candidate concept and relation are based on
their labels - semantically very important features but
can be very small sized therefore any matches are con-
sidered a strong signal.

In the four datasets, semantic markups are only
available in IMDB and MusicBrainz in the Microdata
format. Any2319 is used to extract these annotations
as RDF triples and the objects of triples are concate-
nated to create features. Annotations within <table>
tags are excluded.

11.4. Results and discussion

11.4.1. Subject column detection
Table 6 shows the precision of predicting subject

columns in the Limaye200 and MusicBrainz datasets.
The unsupervised subject column detection method
achieves a precision of near 96% and 93% on the Li-
maye200 and MusicBrainz datasets respectively, com-
pared to the reportedly 94-96% precision by a super-
vised model in Venetis et al. [30], and therein 83% by
a baseline that chooses the first column not containing
numeric data from left.

Figure 5 shows the convergence statistics in com-
puting the ws score wrapped by the I-Inf algorithm.
The number of tables that require20 the computation
of ws is 145 (73%) in Limaye200, 4,711 (75%) in Li-
mayeAll, and 1,402 (near 100%) in MusicBrainz. Ta-
ble 7 shows the statistics of the slowest convergence
on each dataset.

Using Limaye200 as an example, Figure 5 suggests
that to compute the ws score in subject column de-
tection, on average, only 4 rows are processed, and
in 75% of tables no more than 5 rows are processed.
When measured as fraction against total numbers of
rows in a table, on average, less than 35% of table rows
are processed and in 75% of the dataset, no more than

19https://any23.apache.org/
20In cases that only one NE-column is available in a table, there

is no need of running the subject column detection algorithm as this
column is simply selected.
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Table 5
Different context weight used in different tasks.

Task In-table context Out-table context
column
header

row
content

column
content

webpage
title

table caption
/title paragraphs

semantic
markups

Sub.Col. detection - - - 1.0 1.0 0.5 -
Entity scoring 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0
Concept scoring 1.0 - 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Relation scoring 1.0 - - - - 1.0 1.0

Fig. 5. Convergence statistics (max, min, average (black diamond),
kth quantiles) for I-Inf at computing ws for subject column detec-
tion. itr - number of iterations (rows processed) until convergence;
% - fraction of table rows processed.

Table 7
Statistics of the slowest convergence in the computation of ws for
subject column detection.

Limaye200 LimayeAll MusicBrainz
100% of rows processed in

% of tables 6.9% 5.9% 6.5%
Avg. rows 7.2 6.5 4.6
Rows >20 0 4 0

>50% of rows processed in
% of tables 26.2% 19.8% 12.6%
Avg. rows 6.0 6.0 5.2
Rows >20 0 7 0

55% of table rows are processed. Table 7 suggests that
among all 145 tables needing computing ws, only 10
tables (equates to 6.9%) have all of their rows pro-
cessed. They have an average of 7.2 rows and none
has > 20 rows. Then 26.2% of these 145 tables have
at least 50% of their rows processed. However, on av-
erage they have only 6 rows and none of them have
greater than 20 rows. All these figures suggest signifi-
cant potential savings over an exhaustive approach that

computes the ws score using all rows in tables. The fig-
ures on the LimayeAll and MusicBrainz datasets sug-
gest even greater savings.

Manual examination shows that in most cases the er-
rors fall under several categories. The first is due to du-
plicate values in subject columns. An extreme exam-
ple is the named entity disambiguation table discussed
before (i.e., ‘List of peaks named Bear Mountain’), in
which the subject column contains only a single unique
value. The second is caused by long-named entities in
subject columns. For example, the subject column in
the MusicBrainz tables lists titles of music releases,
some of which are very long-named consisting of more
than 10 tokens. This severely penalizes their cm and
ws scores as it is unlikely to find exact match of their
names in table context and search result documents. In
such cases, the column listing corresponding artists is
favored as it contains much shorter names. The third
category includes arguable (few) tables that in strict
terms, do not necessarily have a subject column. These
are typically tables listing events, such as lap records of
racing car drivers in a particular tournament. In these
cases, annotators typically selected the leftmost NE-
column.

Overall the results are considered very encouraging.
On the one hand, the unsupervised subject column de-
tection method obtains comparable results to a super-
vised state-of-the-art method. On the other hand, by
wrapping the computation of the ws feature with I-Inf,
the method is very scalable as only a very small frac-
tion of table content is processed in the most expen-
sive computation of the subject column detection algo-
rithm.

11.4.2. Effectiveness
Table 8 compares TableMiner against baselines in

the disambiguation task, Table 9 shows results on col-
umn classification and Table 10 shows results on re-
lation enumeration. The highest figures are shown in
bold. Overall, it is clear that TableMiner always ob-
tains the best performance in all tasks and on all
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Table 8
Disambiguation results (F1) on four datasets.

Limaye200 LimayeAll IMDB MusicBrainz
Bnm 78.3 82.2 92.8 57.0
Blev 78 82.1 93.5 84.83
Bcos 79.2 82.7 93.4 84.76
Bdice 79.9 82.8 93.5 84.84
TableMiner 82.3 83.7 97.6 84.87

Table 9
Classification results (F1) on three datasets.

Bnm Blev Bcos Bdice TableMiner

L
im

ay
e2

00 NE-columns only
strict 23.9 45.4 43.5 48.9 65.8
tolerant 48.8 63.8 62.2 66.1 75.0

All columns
strict 31.4 48.7 46.9 51.3 64.0
tolerant 51.1 63.3 61.8 65.0 71.5

IM
D

B

NE-/All columns
strict 22.7 32.3 31.9 32.0 97.0
tolerant 60.0 64.6 64.4 64.5 97.2

M
us

ic
B

ra
in

z

NE-columns only
strict 59.1 82.6 83.4 83.9 85.2
tolerant 61.7 82.6 83.6 83.9 85.9

All columns
strict 54.6 72.2 72.6 72.9 74.3
tolerant 55.9 72.2 72.7 72.9 74.7

Table 10
Relation enumeration results (F1) on two datasets.

Bnm Blev Bcos Bdice TableMiner

L
im

ay
e2

00 NE-columns only
strict 61.3 61.7 61.8 61.8 72.5
tolerant 65.8 66.3 66.5 66.4 76.0

All columns
strict 59.7 61.0 60.6 61.1 66.2
tolerant 63.0 64.4 64.1 64.4 68.7

M
us

ic
B

ra
in

z

NE-columns only
strict 63.8 67.2 67.1 67.1 67.9
tolerant 65.0 68.3 68.2 68.2 69.1

All columns
strict 78.7 82.0 81.9 81.9 82.6
tolerant 79.2 82.5 82.4 82.4 83.1

datasets. It also shows stronger advantage in the clas-
sification and relation enumeration tasks.

For disambiguation, even the simplistic Bnm ob-
tains surprisingly competitive results on the LimayeAll
and IMDB datasets. In fact, on the original datasets
by Limaye et al. [19] Bnm obtains a surprisingly high
F1 of 92.6%, significantly higher than the reported
weighted average21 of 84.1. As discussed earlier, anal-
yses - shown in Appendix A - suggest that the datasets

21Macro-average over all datasets taking into account the size of
each dataset.

are sparse and less balanced, which motivated the re-
construction of the datasets.

Its highly competitive performance on the IMDB
dataset could be explained by the domain and the
method for ranking search results by Freebase. Movie
is a highly popular domain representing a fair large
proportion of Freebase. Since Freebase Search API
promotes popular topics, when a person name is
searched it is more likely to obtain movie-related top-
ics as top results than any other domains. Hence by
selecting the top result Bnm is very likely to succeed.
This also explains the good performance by other base-
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lines that consider string similarity between the con-
tent cell text and candidate entity names.

While although music is also a highly popular do-
main, Bnm could not replicate similar performance.
Manual inspection shows that a fair proportion of mu-
sic titles and artist uses very ambiguous names (e.g.,
‘Trouble’, a musical release, ‘Pine’, an artist) shared
by different topics. In contrast, other baselines perform
significantly better by considering row context in ta-
bles.

Compared to the baselines, TableMiner consistently
obtains the best performance. On the most representa-
tive dataset LimayeAll, it improves F1 by between 0.9
and 1.5 points. On the MusicBrainz dataset, it makes
little difference from Blev , Bcos, and Bdice. By exam-
ining the data it is found that the out-table context on
MusicBrainz webpages are very sparse. In most cases,
the webpage contains only the table. Microdata an-
notations are also predominantly found within tables,
which are excluded from TableMiner. On the contrary,
the IMDB dataset is completely the opposite: the web-
pages contain much richer out-table context (including
pre-defined Microdata annotations), but little in-table
context as the tables have only two columns and nei-
ther has column headers. TableMiner achieves signifi-
cant improvement (between 3.9 and 4.6) over baselines
on IMDB. This strongly suggests that out-table con-
text serves as useful clues for disambiguating entities
in table content cells, particularly when in-table con-
text is absent. Further, the Microdata-annotations ex-
tracted from these webpages could have been a strong
contributor considering that the only difference in out-
table context used on LimayeAll and IMDB is that the
latter also uses them as features.

For classification, TableMiner in most cases outper-
forms baselines by a very large margin. Experiments
on the most representative dataset Limaye200 see an
improvement of between 16.9 and 41.9 under strict
mode and 8.9-26.2 under tolerant mode when only
NE-columns are considered. When all columns are in-
cluded, the figures are 12.7-32.6 strict and 6.5-20.4
tolerant. MusicBrainz reveals the smallest improve-
ment of the minimum of 1.3 strict and 2.0 (both v.s.
Bdice) when only NE-columns are considered, or 1.4
strict and 1.8 tolerant when all columns are included.
This is due to the same reason behind TableMiner’s
moderate performance in the disambiguation task on
this dataset: the out-table context is very sparse, thus
TableMiner in most cases only uses in-table context.
Again the most striking improvement is noted on the
IMDB dataset. With the lack of in-table context and

particularly column headers that are typically consid-
ered a crucial feature in labeling table columns, all
baselines perform poorly compared against TableM-
iner. TableMiner more than tripled their performance
under the strict mode and significantly outperforms un-
der the tolerant mode, achieving near-perfect accuracy
in both cases.

Also note that the performance by Bnm is generally
inferior on any dataset. This is due to its inability to
promote a single top ranked candidate concept in most
cases, or in other words, multiple highest scoring can-
didates are kept for a table column and this is penalized
by the scoring method. This is a severe limitation of
the method as from knowledge base population point
of view, considerable false positive triples will be gen-
erated. Other baselines improve this by also consider-
ing the string similarity between candidate concept’s
label and table column headers.

It has been noted that a typical feature adopted
in the state-of-the-art to help avoid such problems is
using a concept hierarchy defined within knowledge
bases. Usually, concepts that are more specific (at the
lower levels of the hierarchy) are given higher weights
[19,23], which work as tie-breakers. However, concept
hierarchies are not necessarily available in all knowl-
edge bases, such as Freebase. Nevertheless, TableM-
iner is able to predict a single best concept candidate
in most cases without such knowledge.

Results on relation enumeration follow similar
patterns. On the multi-domain Limaye200 dataset, an
improvement of between 10.7-11.2 strict and 9.5-10.2
tolerant is noted when only relations between NE-
columns are considered. Regardless of column types,
the figures are 5.1-6.5 strict and 4.3-5.7 tolerant. Im-
provement on MusicBrainz is smaller: the minimum
of 2.8 strict and 0.8 tolerant with NE-columns only,
and the minimum of 0.6 strict and 0.7 tolerant if all
columns are included. Again this could be attributed to
the lack of out-table context in this dataset.

To compare against state-of-the-art, Table 11 as-
sembles reported results of several related studies and
TableMiner’s results on the Limaye200 and LimayeAll
datasets (which are also used by others). Since state-
of-the-art only tackles NE-columns, TableMiner’s re-
sults in the NE-column only setting are used. Due to
the use of different datasets and knowledge bases, the
figures may not be directly comparable. Nevertheless,
they provide useful references. In general, TableMiner
obtains very competitive results. Note that Mulwad et
al. [23] use 3-7% of the original Limaye datasets only,
and the disambiguation module requires training data
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Table 11
TableMiner on Limaye200 (classification and relation enumeration)
and LimayeAll (disambiguation) and state-of-the-art reported figures.
All results are based on NE-columns only. [23] and [30] report results
under tolerant mode only, weigted average are used where necessary.

Disamb. Class. Relation
TableMiner strict

83.7
65.8 72.5

TableMiner tolerant 75.0 76.0
Limaye et al. [19] 84.1 44.5 58.3
Mulwad et al. [23] 90.9 54.9 83.5
Venetis et al. [30] - 68.6 54.8

while TableMiner is completely unsupervised. Also,
on the original Limaye datasets (LimayeAll-Original),
TableMiner achieves an F1 of 92%(see Appendix A).

Overall, results of these experiments are very
encouraging. The rich context model adopted by
TableMiner - especially the usage of out-table con-
text - enables TableMiner to achieve the best perfor-
mance in all tasks, and significantly outperforming
baseline models that ignore out-table contextual fea-
tures in most cases. In particular, column classifica-
tion appears to benefit most, suggesting that out-table
context provides very useful clues for labeling table
columns with semantic concepts. The superior perfor-
mance noticed on the IMDB dataset double-confirms
this, and also shows that existing semantic markups
within webpages can be very useful features in this
task. Intuitively, when describing table content we tend
to focus on the general information rather than specific
data in individual table components, which possibly
explains the particular contribution by out-table con-
text to the column classification task. Moreover, results
on the IMDB dataset also suggest that TableMiner can
be easily adapted to solve tasks in list structures, which
are essentially single column tables without headers.

11.4.3. Efficiency
The efficiency of TableMiner is compared against

the baselines Blev , Bcos and Bdice that represent the
exhaustive strategy. The three baselines are almost
identical in terms of efficiency since they only differ in
the string similarity metric used. Therefore, only Blev

is compared as an example.
Table 12 compares the CPU hours of TableMiner

against Blev on the four datasets, and shows the pro-
portion of time spent by TableMiner on ‘data retrieval’
- including searching for candidate named entities and
retrieving their triple data from Freebase or local cache
(which is used wherever possible to avoid sending re-
peated queries to Freebase). All systems were tested on

Table 12
CPU time (hours) observed for TableMiner as savings against the
baseline Blev .

Savings
(CPU
hours)

Savings
(% of Blev

CPU time)

% of CPU
time on
data retrieval

Limaye200 3.7 21.7% 99%
LimayeAll 45.7 15.2% 97%
IMDB 3.9 4.1% 96%
MusicBrainz 34.3 28.6% 97%

the same computer platform and no parallelization was
used. TableMiner is shown to be faster than Blev , de-
spite its complicated feature modeling and algorithmic
computation.

While Limaye et al. [19] suggest that data retrieval
and feature construction accounts for up to 99% of
CPU time, Table 12 shows that in this experiment, data
retrieval alone has already caused the majority of time.
Based on these observations, an effective way to im-
prove efficiency is to reduce named entity disambigua-
tion candidates, therefore, cutting down both the num-
ber data retrieval operations and feature construction
operations.

TableMiner improves efficiency in two ways. First,
the one-sense-per-discourse hypothesis ensures that
values repeating on multiple content cells in non-NE
columns are disambiguated collectively costing only
one operation. This avoids both repeated data retrieval
and feature construction operations for the same set
of named entity candidates. Whereas classic methods
without this hypothesis disambiguate these cells indi-
vidually, costing extra computation. Second, the boot-
strapping approach in TableMiner reduces the total
number of candidate named entities by firstly creat-
ing initial column classification using partial instead
of entire column content, then using this outcome
to limit candidate space in named entity disambigua-
tion. Table 13 compares the total number of candi-
date named entities processed during disambiguation
operations in TableMiner against (1) the exhaustive
baseline Blev , and (2) a would-be exhaustive TableM-
iner (exh-TableMiner) which exploits one-sense-per-
discourse but firstly disambiguates every content cell
in the column before computing column classification
(i.e., without using I-Inf to create initial classification
to constrain disambiguation). TableMiner’s improve-
ment is shown as reduction in % against the two refer-
ence methods.

Compared against the exhaustive baseline Blev ,
TableMiner reduces the total number of candidate
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Table 13
Candidate named entity reduction in disambiguation operations
by TableMiner compared against exhaustive baseline Blev and a
would-be exhaustive TableMiner (exh-TableMiner).

Blev exh-TableMiner
Overall Overall Constrained Dis-

ambiguation phase
Limaye200 48.4% 30.4% 39.2%
LimayeAll 52.2% 32.7% 41.4%
IMDB 10.6% 10.6% 59.4%
MusicBrainz 66.4% 44.3% 50.4%

named entities to be disambiguated by 10-67%. Note
that the smallest improvement on the IMDB dataset is
due to (1) the dataset being dominated by very small
tables (see Figure 4 on average < 15 rows), and as
a result, I-Inf in the LEARNING phase does not con-
verge or converges relatively slowly (to be discussed
in Section 11.5.2); and (2) one-sense-per-discourse be-
ing void since only one column (hence the subject col-
umn) is available. Empirically, this translates to the
very small improvement in CPU time shown in Table
12.

The reduction narrows when compared against exh-
TableMiner, however it still represents a substantial
improvement. If only the content cells at constrained
disambiguation of the LEARNING phase are consid-
ered, TableMiner improves over exh-TableMiner by a
significant 39-60%.

Furthermore, as mentioned before, one potential is-
sue that may damage TableMiner’s efficiency is that
during the UPDATE phase, new named entity candi-
dates can be retrieved and processed, due to the change
of winning candidate concepts on a column in each up-
date iteration. In the worst case, the total number of
candidates to be retrieved from Freebase equals that in
an exhaustive method. However, empirically it is found
that this rarely happens. The number of named entity
candidates to be retrieved from Freebase in the UP-
DATE phase are shown in Table 14, compared to the
total number of named entity candidates retrieved from
Freebase by TableMiner in all phases. Further, Table
15 shows the number of iterations until stabilization
is reached in the UPDATE phase. It suggests that the
UPDATE phase stabilizes very fast. Compared to the
semantic message passing algorithm in Mulwad et al.
[23], at high-level, the iterative UPDATE phase is sim-
ilar to running semantic message passing on a graph
containing two types of variable nodes - column head-
ers and content cells - and one type of factor nodes
that model compatibility between the candidates of the

Table 14
Number of named entity candidates need to be retrieved from Free-
base at the UPDATE phase.

Number hof total
Limaye200 177 3.9h
LimayeAll 7,762 5.1h
IMDB 418 0.8h
MusicBrainz 867 1.6h

Table 15
Number of iterations until stabilization at the UPDATE phase. 1 itr
- fraction of tables on which the UPDATE phase stabilizes after 1
iteration.

Max. Avg. 1 itr.
Limaye200 4 1.3 72.8%
LimayeAll 5 1.3 75.8%
IMDB 4 1.2 79.7%
MusicBrainz 4 1.3 73.1%

variable nodes. This is a much simpler graph than that
used by Mulwad et al., which can fail to converge and
a threshold must be used to exit the loop.

11.5. The effect of using partial table content for
interpretation

To specifically evaluate the effect of inference us-
ing partial as opposed to entire table column content,
four ‘slim’ versions of TableMiner are created. Firstly,
the UPDATE phase is dropped from the column in-
terpretation component in order to separate its poten-
tial effect on learning accuracy. This creates TMnu

iinf

(nu means ‘no update’), which begins with sample
based classification using I-Inf. The classification re-
sults based on the partial column content are consid-
ered to be the final and used in constrained disam-
biguation. Then, three alternative models are created
by replacing the automatically determined I-Inf stop-
ping criteria with arbitrarily set sample size. The first
uses a maximum of 10 rows as sample to create col-
umn classification (TMnu

10 ), the second uses a maxi-
mum of 20 rows (TMnu

20 ), and the third uses the entire
column (TMnu

all ) and is equivalent to exh-TableMiner
without UPDATE. TMnu

10 and TMnu
20 can be consid-

ered as supervised versions of TableMiner without UP-
DATE as ideally, the best threshold is to be empirically
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derived22. Results of these settings are also compared
against the best performing baseline Bdice and the full
TableMiner.

11.5.1. Accuracy
Tables 16, 17 and 18 show F1 accuracy obtained on

the disambiguation, classification and relation enumer-
ation tasks respectively. First and foremost, TMnu

iinf

outperforms the best performing baseline in almost
all occasions except two cases: disambiguation on
MusicBrainz and classification on MusicBrainz under
‘NE-column only’ and ‘strict’ mode, in which cases
the difference is very small (0.2 and 0.6 point). With-
out the UPDATE phase, the key differences of TMnu

iinf

from the baseline are the use of out-table context as
features and using partial table column content for col-
umn classification. Therefore, the consistent improve-
ment over the baseline is another strong confirmation
of the benefits of using out-table context in semantic
Table Interpretation, particularly in the task of column
classification where the improvement is the greatest.

Comparison against other slim versions of TableM-
iner shows that TMnu

iinf is very competitive: it is able
to obtain the best performance in many cases and
where it does not, it achieves close-to-best perfor-
mance (with a difference of merely 0.1-0.6 point). In
particular, in the classification task on the Limaye200
dataset, TMnu

iinf outperforms all the other versions un-
der any settings. Considering that Limaye200 is the
most representative dataset for this task while IMDB
and MusicBrainz each has only one type of table
schema, the results suggest that the I-Inf algorithm is
very much capable of automatically selecting optimal
sample size for column classification.

Also interesting to note is that the exhaustive ver-
sion TMnu

all appears to have little advantage over any
sample-based versions. It only outperforms all the rest
in 5 cases, where the improvement is merely 0.1-
0.2 point. In many cases, results are even worse than
sample-based versions. This could be attributed to
the addition of noisy candidate concepts when more
named entity content cells are disambiguated com-
pared to sample-based versions.

Compared against the full TableMiner, the results
show that the addition of the UPDATE phase indeed
further improves learning accuracy, particularly in the

22Zwicklbauer et al. [39] have shown that a sample size between
10 and 20 rows lead to close-to-maximum performance in column
classification.

Table 19
Statistics of the slowest convergence of I-Inf when used for sample
based classification in the LEARNING phase.

Limaye
200

Limaye
All

IMDB Music
Brainz

100% of rows processed in
% of tables 33.8% 30.7% 27.6% 7.5%
Avg. rows 11.0 10.0 13.0 8.5
Rows >20 10 190 0 24

>50% of rows processed in
% of tables 47.8% 47.6% 49.2% 13.9%
Avg. rows 11.4 11.0 12.0 8.6
Rows >20 16 442 0 47

classification and relation enumeration tasks where the
benefits are substantial in most cases.

11.5.2. I-Inf convergence speed
While the I-Inf algorithm is already shown to be

very competitive in ensuring learning accuracy, it is
also very efficient. Figure 6 shows the convergence
statistics in the LEARNING phase of TableMiner on all
datasets. Table 19 shows the statistics of the slowest
convergence on each dataset.

Fig. 6. Convergence statistics (max, min, average (black diamond),
kth quantiles) for I-Inf at the LEARNING phase. itr - number of
iterations (rows processed) until convergence; % - fraction of content
cells processed in a column

On all datasets, I-Inf in the LEARNING phase typi-
cally converges in an average of 10 iterations. In other
words, only 10 content cells are processed to create ini-
tial column classification. This also explains the obser-
vation that the learning accuracy obtained by TMnu

iinf

is very similar to TMnu
10 . It represents about 55% of

data in an average table from the Limaye200 and Li-
mayeAll datasets, less than 30% in the case of Mu-
sicBrainz, and about 75% for IMDB where the major-
ity (75%) are small tables (see Figure 4). In the cases
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Table 16
Named entity disambiguation results (F1) of the ‘slim’ versions of
TableMiner compared against the best baseline Bdice and the full
TableMiner. The highest figures among all slim versions of TableM-
iner are highlighted in bold.

Limaye200 LimayeAll IMDB MusicBrainz
Bdice 79.9 82.8 93.5 84.84
TableMiner 82.3 83.7 97.6 84.87
TMnu

10 81.3 83.3 96.4 84.69
TMnu

20 81.4 83.3 96.1 84.82
TMnu

all 81.3 83.3 96.1 84.85
TMnu

iinf 81.2 83.3 96.4 84.62

Table 17
Classification results (F1) of the ‘slim’ versions of TableMiner compared against the best baseline Bdice and the full TableMiner. The highest
figures among all slim versions of TableMiner are highlighted in bold.

Bdice TableMiner TMnu
10 TMnu

20 TMnu
all TMnu

iinf

L
im

ay
e2

00 NE-columns only
strict 48.9 65.8 56.5 56.5 56.5 56.9
tolerant 66.1 75.0 71.7 71.8 71.6 72.1

All columns
strict 51.3 64.0 56.2 56.4 56.4 56.7
tolerant 65.0 71.5 68.6 68.8 68.6 69.1

IM
D

B

NE-/All columns
strict 32.0 97.0 65.1 60.3 60.3 64.5
tolerant 64.5 97.2 81.7 79.3 79.3 81.4

M
us

ic
B

ra
in

z

NE-columns only
strict 83.9 85.2 83.3 83.4 83.4 83.3
tolerant 83.9 85.9 85.2 85.4 85.4 85.2

All columns
strict 72.9 74.3 73.4 73.5 73.6 73.4
tolerant 72.9 74.7 74.4 74.5 74.5 74.4

Table 18
Relation enumeration results (F1) of the ‘slim’ versions of TableMiner compared against the best baseline Bdice and the full TableMiner. The
highest figures among all slim versions of TableMiner are highlighted in bold.

Bdice TableMiner TMnu
10 TMnu

20 TMnu
all TMnu

iinf

L
im

ay
e2

00 NE-columns only
strict 61.8 72.5 70.0 70.2 69.6 69.6
tolerant 66.4 76.0 74.9 75.1 74.6 74.6

All columns
strict 61.1 66.2 63.8 64.2 63.9 63.9
tolerant 64.4 68.7 67.5 67.9 67.6 67.6

M
us

ic
B

ra
in

z

NE-columns only
strict 67.1 67.9 67.5 67.6 67.6 67.5
tolerant 68.2 69.1 68.6 68.7 68.7 68.6

All columns
strict 81.9 82.6 82.1 82.2 82.2 82.2
tolerant 82.4 83.1 82.6 82.7 82.7 82.6

that TableMiner does not converge or converges slowly
(Table 19), the tables are very small.

11.5.3. Overall
Combining the discusses above, the I-Inf algorithm

has been shown to be both effective and efficient. First,
compared against TMnu

all a representation of an ex-
haustive method in the classification task, it signifi-

cantly reduces computation yet outperforms TMnu
all in

many cases. Particularly on the Limaye200 dataset, it
only process about 55% of table content yet produc-
ing more accurate column labels than TMnu

all . Second,
compared against the supervised versions TMnu

10 and
TMnu

20 , it obtains either the best or close-to-best per-
formance, but eliminates the need for learning the sam-
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ple size threshold and avoids over-fitting by automat-
ically determining optimal sample sizes. Third, when
compared against baselines, TMnu

iinf consistently out-
performs; strongly confirming the usefulness of out-
table context as well as the benefits of using partial
data in the task of semantic Table Interpretation.

12. Conclusion

This article introduced TableMiner, a novel seman-
tic Table Interpretation method that annotates tabu-
lar data for semantic indexing, search and knowl-
edge base population. TableMiner advances state-of-
the-art in several ways. First, its bootstrapping learn-
ing method enables it to make interpretation based on
partial table content hence solves the task in a more ef-
ficient way than classic methods that exhaustively pro-
cesses the entire table. Second, embedded in its effi-
cient learning algorithm is a novel method for auto-
matically ranking and selecting sample data to seed
learning. Third, TableMiner is the first to use various
context outside tables as features in the task. In par-
ticular, it is the first system using pre-defined seman-
tic markups within webpages to deal with NLP tasks.
Fourth, it offers a comprehensive solution, solving all
subtasks of Table Interpretation and deals with both
named entity and literal content cells. And finally, re-
leasing the largest collection of datasets for the task.

TableMiner is also completely unsupervised, and
highly generic. The features used by TableMiner are
present in any knowledge bases used by state-of-the-
art Table Interpretation methods. In general, it can be
used with any Linked Data sets.

Extensive experiments show that TableMiner out-
performs all baselines on any datasets under any set-
tings. On the two most representative datasets covering
multiple domains and diverse table schemata, it signif-
icantly improves the baselines (up to 42 points). When
compared against state-of-the-art on similar datasets
based on reported figures, it also obtains better perfor-
mance. Compared against classic, exhaustive methods,
TableMiner reduces empirical CPU time by up to 29%
and in the column classification task alone, uses only
55% of table content (as opposed to 100% by exhaus-
tive methods) to label columns on the two most rep-
resentative datsets. These results confirm the the ini-
tial motivation of this work, that it is possible to cre-
ate Table Interpretation methods by using various out-
table context, it is possible to create effective and effi-
cient Table Interpretation methods by exploiting vari-

ous out-table context and using only partial table con-
tent.

TableMiner is however, still limited in a number of
ways. First, relation enumeration is yet incomplete, as
TableMiner only handles binary relations between the
subject column and other columns. Second, the rank-
ing method in the sample selection is very simplistic,
alternative methods may be investigated. Likewise, al-
ternative measures for convergence in the I-Inf may be
explored. Finally, TableMiner is evaluated using Free-
base. Ideally, it should be evaluated using other knowl-
edge bases as well. These issues will be explored in
future work.
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Appendix

A. Testing with the original Limaye datasets

As discussed before, to evaluate named entity dis-
ambiguation of TableMiner, the original Limaye dataset
[19] was re-created by (1) downloading the most
recent versions of corresponding webpages; (2) re-
annotate named entity content cells in ground truth ac-
cording to Freebase (LimayeAll). In addition, another
version of the ground truth has also been created by
only re-annotating named entity content cells without
re-downloading the most recent webpages. To contrast
against the new Limaye dataset, this is to be called
the original Limaye dataset, LimayeAll-Original.
TableMiner has also been tested on LimayeAll-Original.
However, results show that the simplistic baseline
Bnm obtains surprisingly the best performance. Anal-
ysis of LimayeAll-Original suggests that it is less bal-
anced than LimayeAll and hence could be biased. This
section discusses this part of experiment.

To create LimayeAll-Original, the original collec-
tion of webpages and ground truth are kept as-is. Then
each Wikipedia internal link in the table ground truth
is mapped to a Freebase topic id using the MediaWiki
API and the Freebase using MQL API, following the
procedures discussed before in Section 11.1.1.

TableMiner and the four baselines are tested on this
dataset for named entity disambiguation and results are
shown in Table 20. Surprisingly, the most simplistic
baseline Bnm obtains the highest accuracy (F1) while
TableMiner scores the second. Considering the intu-
ition behind Bnm this could suggest that LimayeAll-
Original is biased towards popular named entities. To
obtain a better understanding, two types of analysis
have been carried out.

Table 20
Disambiguation results (F1) on LimayeAll-Original.

Bnm Blev Bcos Bdice TableMiner

92.6 91.2 91.8 91.5 92.0

First, the dataset statistics of LimayeAll-Original is
gathered and compared against LimayeAll, as shown
in Table 21. The statistics show that LimayeAll nearly
doubled LimayeAll-Original in terms of the number
of named entity annotations in the ground truth. Fur-
ther, LimayeAll also has a larger population of ‘short’
entity names, as measured by the number of tokens
in named entity content cells. Typically, short names
are much more ambiguous than longer names, thus

making disambiguation tasks more challenging. To-
gether this could have made LimayeAll a more bal-
anced dataset with much improved level of diversity,
increasing the difficulty of task and possibly offsetting
the bias in LimayeAll-Original.

Table 21
Comparing the statistics of the re-constructed LimayeAll dataset
against the original LimayeAll-Original.

LimayeAll LimayeAll-
Original

Avg.# rows 21.2 20.8
Avg.# NE-annotated cols. 2.1 1.1
Total # annotated
NE cells (A.N.C.)

227,046 118,927

# single-token A.N.C. 30.5% 24.5%
# A.N.C. with two tokens 44.4% 45%

Second, to obtain a more balanced view of the per-
formance of different systems on LimayeAll-Original,
the results created by the baselines and TableMiner are
manually inspected and re-annotated. To do so, a ran-
dom set of 100 tables are selected from LimayeAll-
Original and the output by Bnm, Blev and TableMiner
are collected. The output of Bcos and Bdice are not ex-
amined since they only differ from Blev in terms of
the string similarity metric and the performance of the
three systems is little different. Then for each method,
the predicted named entity annotations that are already
covered by the ground truth in LimayeAll-Original are
excluded. Then, in the remaining annotations, those
that all three systems predict the same are removed.
The remainder are the ones that the three systems ‘dis-
agree’ on, and are manually validated23. This resulted
in a total of 903 entity annotations, of which 579 is pre-
dicted correctly by at least one system. Table 22 shows
the precision by the three systems based on this part
of data. TableMiner significantly outperforms the two
baselines. Manual inspection of 20% of the wrong an-
notations by all three methods reveals that it is largely
(> 80%) because the knowledge base does not con-
tain the correct candidate. When only annotations that
are correct by any one method are considered (Pre-
cision either-or), TableMiner achieves a precision of
75.1, 35.7 higher than Bnm and 32.4 higher than Blev .

In summary it is believed that these analyses fur-
ther confirms the superiority of TableMiner against the
baselines.

23Included in: http://staffwww.dcs.shef.ac.uk/people/Z.Zhang
/resources/tableminer/data.tar.gz
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Table 22
Precision on the manually annotated 903 named entity annotations
that the three systems disagree on.

Precision Precision either-or (579)
Bnm 25.3 39.4
Blev 32.1 42.7
TableMiner 48.2 75.1


